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Precise colour and texture should be judged from the actual material
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troPICal HarDWooDS
IPe

IPe

Product Code Stocked environmental 
Credentials

FAS 

1 x 4" H0004201 Y z  ☎
1 x 6" H0004202 Y z  ☎

1.25 x 6" H0006535 Y z  ☎

ProPertIeS

BOTANICAL NAME Tabebuia spp. Tabebuia serratifolia

dENsITY Varies from 960 - 1200 kg/m3

dIsTRIBUTION the tree is found in trinidad, Grenada, and 
St Vincent of the lesser antilles, and on 
the continent from mexico through Central 
america and into South america to southern 
brazil, including Colombia, bolivia, Peru, 
Paraguay, Venezuela, Guyana and Surinam

dRYING Despite its relatively high density, ipé is a 
fairly easy wood to dry. It dries rapidly with 
slight warping, cupping, twisting, end and 
surface checking occurring. a slow drying 
kiln schedule is recommended

dURABILITY Very durable

ENVIRONMENTAL 
CREdENTIALs

Contact our sales office

MOIsTURE CONTENT -aD 25% +

ORIGIN South & Central america

PHYsICAL/sTRUCTURAL 
PROPERTIEs

the wood is hard, tough and strong, and 
compares favourably with greenheart

PURCHAsING CYCLE 12 month

sTORAGE AdVICE outside

TYPICAL APPLICATIONs Flooring, Decking, mouldings, Furniture, tool 
handles, Joinery - exterior

wORKING QUALITIEs Difficult - Ipé is moderately difficult to 
work especially with hand tools, and has 
a blunting effect on cutting edges.a good 
finish is usually obtained when planing or 
moulding plain-sawn material, but a cutting 
angle of at least 15° is recommended to 
eliminate chipping of quarter-sawn stock. 
the timber stains and polishes well and 
requires little grain-filler, but pre-boring is 
required before nailing to prevent splitting 
and bending of nails

GraDe oVerVIeW:-
FaS - (First and Seconds).

additional specifications, sizes, chain of custody and specials are available to order

troPICal HarDWooDS
emerI (IDIGbo, FramIre)

emerI (IDIgBo, FrAmIre)

Product Code Stocked environmental 
Credentials

KD FSC FAS

26mm H0006278 Y FSC

40mm H0006279 Y FSC

52mm H0006730 Y FSC

65mm H0006731 Y FSC

78mm H0006732 Y FSC

KD Legal FAS

26mm H0006424 Y 3rd Party CoC

34mm H0006425 Y 3rd Party CoC

40mm H0006426 Y 3rd Party CoC

65mm H0006428 Y 3rd Party CoC

78mm H0006429 Y 3rd Party CoC

KD FAS

26mm H0006253 Y z  ☎
34mm H0006285 Y z  ☎
40mm H0006254 Y z  ☎
52mm H0006255 Y z  ☎
65mm H0006256 Y z  ☎
78mm H0006257 Y z  ☎

102mm H0006258 Y z  ☎

ProPertIeS

BOTANICAL NAME Terminalia ivorensis

dENsITY 560 kg/m3 (can vary by up to 20%)

dIsTRIBUTION occurs in equatorial Guinea, Sierra leone, 
liberia, Ivory Coast, Ghana, southern 
nigeria, in parts of the rain forest and 
throughout the deciduous forest areas

dRYING emeri dries readily and well, with little 
distortion and splitting, and shrinkage is 
small

dURABILITY moderately durable

ENVIRONMENTAL 
CREdENTIALs

FSC and 3rd party CoC available

MOIsTURE CONTENT 16% - 18% (+/- 2%)

ORIGIN West & Central africa

PHYsICAL/sTRUCTURAL 
PROPERTIEs

It has excellent strength properties, being 
as strong and stiff as english oak in bending, 
although considerably softer and less 
resistant to shock loads. It splits easily 
and has been used in West africa for roof 
shingles. When converting large logs the 
heart should be boxed out as the brittleheart 
has very much lower strength properties 
than the normal wood. In freshly converted 
stock, brittleheart may often be recognised 
by a distinctive pinkish colour which may 
develop after exposure to light for a few 
days. natural compression failures, often 
referred to as ‘thunder shakes' usually 
accompany brittleheart

PURCHAsING CYCLE 12 month

sTORAGE AdVICE under cover

TYPICAL APPLICATIONs Joinery - exterior, Joinery - Interior, Decking

wORKING QUALITIEs medium - the timber works easily with most 
hand and machine tools. It has little dulling 
effect on cutting edges and a clean finish 
is obtained in most operations. there is a 
tendency however, for the grain to pick up 
when quarter-sawn material is planed, and 
a reduction of cutting angle to 20° or less 
is advisable where smooth surfaces are 
required. Idigbo turns well and has fairly 
good nail and screw holding properties and 
will take glue well; stains effectively and 
reacts well to finishing treatments

additional specifications, sizes, chain of custody and specials are available to order

GraDe oVerVIeW:-
FaS - (First and Seconds).


